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Thank you Alyssa for posting my presentation statement for the APCD Hearing 
Board meeting 4/30/2018.

Stanley Fisher, Nipomo, CA

My name is Stanley Fisher,  I will show you a very short 2 minute Video about my 
Disease -Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis, IPF.
As a 12 year resident on the Nipomo Mesa I am a victim of the airborne micro 
pollution which causes Lung disease and kills lung cell. The disease in end-stage.

Today before you, the Hearing Board, are;

The BLUE SHIRTS  representing 1.5 million people who come from the valley 
every year to pulverize the sand at Oceana dunes making powder. They create 
dangerous air pollution up to 100 day/year. The worst air quality in California. 
Remember they recreate, ride their ORV’s upwind from the pollution they create. 
They don’t breathe the dangerous polluted air being up-wind. Question, should 
their desire to play in the sand trump or override the rights of the population down-
wind to breath clean air?  

State Parks, they could care less about public health when it come to Oceana Dunes 
ORV recreation Park!
Nothing has been done to fix the Public Health problem for the last eight years. The 
50% reduction is fine as a start and as suggested by the Hearing Board, the 
Bureaucratic State Parks proposed 5 year plan will lead to more lung disease and 
should be denied. Take 200 Acres now from the La Grande track and fix the 
problem in 6 months. 

APCD Board with the current Three County Supervisors will always back business 
before they support public health and safety. Shameful

The RED SHIRTS know the hearing board are an APCD Independent Board. You 
are our last hope for a breath of clean air to breathe on a daily basis. 
Please help us and those thousands being denied clean air and are exposed to 
dangerous airborn pollution. Medical experts have confirmed how dangerous
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micro silica airborn pollution is to the residents of the Mesa. 

Please stay firm on the 50% and make the State Parks take 200+ ac NOW to Fix the 
problem. Give State Park a mandate to take the remaining acreage in from La 
Grande tract with in 2 years and achieve 100% Reduction.

Thank you Please play the Video; 

Click to Download
Pulmonary Fibrosis Awareness (720p).mp4

27.7 MB
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